Definition Cheat Sheet

VB-MAPP - Verbal Behavior Milestones Assessment and Placement Program

Glossary definition of terms:

1. **Mand**- requests

2. **Tact**- labels

3. **Visual Perceptual/Match to Sample (VP/MTS)**- matching items and then becoming more complex where learner is matching common items (animals together, foods together)

4. **Play**- playing independently, playing with peers

5. **Listener Responding (LR)**- listening to a direction and following it (receptive language skills)

6. **Intraverbals**- fill in the blank, answering questions, conversation skills

7. **Imitation**- imitating others actions

8. **Echoic**- mimicking/copying what others say

9. **Vocal**- talking

10. Listener responding feature function class (LRFFC)- understanding more complex and abstract words, phrases, and sentences spoken by others. (Example, being able to communicate about the sport baseball. The learner will be able to identify items such as baseball gloves, bat, ball, Yankees, home runs, etc.)